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Abstract— Laser-produced tin plasma has been identified as 

one of the most energy efficient light sources for next 

generation extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL). EUVL 

requires radiation sources with strong emission in a narrow 

wavelength band near 13.5 nm. The final output of EUV light 

should be a result of the balance between the laser energy loss 

and reabsorption of 13.5 nm EUV light. The 13.5 nm 

conversion efficiencies (CE) (i.e., the ratio of the in-band 13.5 

nm power to incident laser power on target ) ,was studied with 

experimental formula that shows a relation between the CE 

and the electron density change with the expansion time as 

compared with the laser pulse duration .During calculation of  

the CE at range of laser pulse (1,2.6,5,10 nsec) for Nd:YAG 

laser (1.06m) , we found that the maximum CE obtained  at a 

time equal to the laser time which was (3.4%,2.4%,1.7%,1.1%) 

for (1,2.6,5,10ns) respectively. 
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I-Introduction 

 

          Laser-produced plasma is one of the most promising 

options in the development of a light source for a next-

generation extreme ultraviolet (EUV)lithography .Laser-

created plasma characteristics are strongly dependent upon 

several key parameters , including laser intensity , pulse 

duration , laser wavelength and target material .The plasma 

characteristics also vary in distance from the target surface ,as 

well as with time following the outset of the plume formation 
[1,2]

.Most of the previous studies of fully dense tin focused 

upon the EUV emission 
[3]

,while few has been spent in the 

study of the Conversion Efficiency (CE).Sn has been 

considered as the main fuel for an EUV light source for its 

spectral peak located at 13.5nm, which is the very suitable 

light with the multi layer mirrors used in EUV lithography 

system. With the help of deeper understanding of the plasma 

physics of laser-produced Sn plasma, great progress has been 

achieved to enhance the in- band conversion efficiency from 

laser to 13.5 nm EUV light. 
[4]

 

Further increases of CE are possible by optimizing the 

parameters of the driving laser target material. The properties 

of Sn plasma depend strongly on the laser parameter. It has 

been shown 
[5]

 that the wavelength, pulse duration, laser 

intensity, and focal spot size have a large influence on 13.5nm 

EUV light. High CE has been reported by several groups using 

,for example, Harilal et.al. 
[5]

, by demonstrated high CE using 

solid Sn targets with focal spot sizes of 60 and 35 m.  

II-Theory 

 

            Efficiency of the laser plasma light source or the CE 

is defined as the ratio of usable EUV energy measured at 

13.5nm in the 2% reflectance bandwidth of the Mo/Si MLM 

mirror to laser energy input [6]. The measured EUV energy 

radiated by the source across 2 Sr solid angle and within 

the 2% bandwidth (centered on 13.5nm) is given by [7]. 

 

   EBW=2Ascope/R scopediode*BWIs()d/ all Is( )Tg () 

              Rmir()Tf()d()                                                  (1) 

 

Where Ascope is the integrated area under the EUV signal 

waveform displayed on an oscilloscope, Rscope is the 

oscilloscope impedance in ohms,Tg() is the correction for 

gas transmission conditions,Rmir()is the calibrated mirror 

reflectivity, Tf()is the correction for transmission of filter 

used to select EUV light,  diode is the responsivity of the 

EUV diode detector in units of amperes per watt , Is()is the 

measured spectral distribution of the EUV sources in 

arbitrary units, and  is the limiting solid angle from the 

source to detector . The solid angle  is determined by 

(1/4D
2
)/L

2
, where D is the diameter of the limiting 

aperture to the detector and L is the distance from the source 

to the limiting aperture. 

The opacity, as well as the emissivity, of laser-produced Sn 

plasma is quite high for 13.5nm light 
[5]

. In optically thick 

Sn plasma, a portion of the incident laser energy used for 

heating a deep region of plasma is not efficiently converted 

into the output EUV energy; therefore, optically thinner 

plasma emits 13.5nm light more efficiently; otherwise the 

intensity of 13.5nm light is limited by the black-body 

intensity depending only on electron temperature at the 

plasma surface 
[8]

. There are many ways to control the 

optical thickness of plasmas chief among which is to change 

the wavelength of the incident laser and the other is to 

change the pulse duration of the incident laser light. 

Laser light is absorbed in laser-produced plasma by inverse 

bremsstrahlung absorption. The absorption coefficient is 

given by 
[9]

  . 

 

                  =a Z ne
2   

                                                        (2) 

Where Z is the charge of ion, ne is the electron density, and 

the parameter 
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a=6*10
-37
laser/Te with  unit[ (m)

2
/ (eV)

3/2
.(cm

5
) ]  ,where 

laser is the laser wavelength in  µm and Te is the electron 

temperature in (eV) . 

Radiation is emitted via deexcitation of levels excited by 

electron collision so the total number of ions Ni,emit in the 

emitting volume is  

Ni, emit  =(ne/Z)SL abs .Where S is the cross section area of 

plasma, and L abs is the plasma scale length which is given 

by
[9]

  

Labs =1/    , so the radiation efficiency  rad    of photon with 

photon energy h is given by
 [9]

.  

 

 

Where X sum is the sum of ionization energies to create an 

ion of charge Z from a neutral atom, and Ni ,total is the total 

number of ions including those outside the emitting volume, 

Erad  is  the summation over the whole radiation, and b is 

parameter given by  

b=3.2*10
-6

f/[E(eV)Te(eV)
1/2

  exp(E/ Te)](cm
3
/sec)  

Here f and E are the ensemble average oscillator strength 

and the energy excitation for radiation. The laser absorbing 

layer expands with time constant t=Labs /Vexp .Here, lateral 

expansion is neglected, where Vexp  is the plasma expansion 

velocity, which is Vexp=5*10
6
 cm/sec in many case 

[10]
, 

 

we considered Te =30eV and Z=10 for high CE 
[10, 11]

.  

When t laser<t exp, plasma motion is neglected and 

Ni, total=Ni, emit  

Then, Eq. (1) becomes 

 

If Erad is negligible compared to E plasma or if ne(hb) is a 

weak function of ne , rad increases linearly with ne, 

 rad  ne                           

This applies to the case when ne is low  

When t laser>t exp, 

         total=(t laser/t exp)Ni ,emit                                           (6) 

 

And      

Hence, rad is larger for lower ne if  E rad<< E plasma  

  rad  1/ne  This applies to the case when ne is high. 

 

III-Calculations 

          We calculate the C.E for 13.5 nm under two 

conditions depending on the time of laser pulse comparison 

with the expansion time of plasma also we calculate the C.E 

as a function of the electron density and plasma s scale 

length by two ways:       

1- Laser pulse duration<expansion time. according to eq (5) 

2- Laser pulse duration>expansion time .eq ( 4)                                                                     

IV-Results 

          We have calculated the CE according to pulse 

duration of laser and time of plasma expansion, and found 

out that CE has a maximum value amounting to 3.4% at 

laser pulse (1ns)while it reaches  1.1% when laser time is 

(10nsec) whereas CE is 1.7% at (5nsec)and 2.4% at 2.6nsec. 

We conclude from the above mentioned information that the 

maximum value of CE is 3.4%. 

The effect of electron density on CE, as we have  seen is 

that the plasma density increases while the CE  decreases at 

( t laser< t expansion ),but When applying t laser ˃  t expansion ,  we see 

that also maximum CE can be  got at low density .Also CE 

increases with density scale length in two conditions.   
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Figure (1). The conversion efficiency vs. the expansion time at laser 

time (1 ns , 2.6 ns, 5 ns and 10 ns) 

Figure (2). The conversion efficiency vs. the electron 

density at laser time < expansion time. 
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V-Conclusion  

The value of CE depends on the time of measuring it 

according to time of laser duration compare with time of 

plasma expansion. CE value has a maximum value when the 

time of expansion ≈ time of laser duration. 

The effect of plasma density on CE value variation is  

inverse which means that as plasma density increase CE will 

decrease. 

The effect of density scale length the CE will  increase as 

density scale length increases for the case laser time < 

expansion time. 
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Figure (3). The conversion efficiency vs. the electron 

density at  laser time > expansion time . 
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Figure (4). The conversion efficiency vs. the plasma scale 

length at 

 laser time > expansion time. 
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